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SYMBOLS: Bulk item

Made to order 

Anti-microbial coating 

FRONT ENTRY 
100MK2

FRONT ENTRY 
101,120, 120plus

Tip-up PVC shower 
seat, with adjustable 
folding support legs
code: SHSS4100 

Tip-up PVC 
Shower Seat, with 
Adjustable Folding 
Support Legs
code: SHSS4SEMK2

Tip-up PVC shower 
seat, with adjustable 
folding support legs
code: SHSS475/
SHSS4101/SHSS4120

CUBICLE SEATS

Tip-up Padded seat, 
with adjustable 
folding support legs
code: SHSS4P75/
SHSS4P101/SHSS4P120 

Tip-up PVC shower 
seat, with folding 
legs/arms, fixed 
backrest
code: SHSS575/
SHSS5101/SHSS5120  

Tip-up shower seat, 
with flat padded 
seat with folding 
legs/arms/ fixed 
backrest 
code: SHSS5P75/
SHSS5P101/
SHSS5P120   

SIDE ENTRY MK1

Tip-up PVC 
shower seat, with 
adjustable folding 
support legs
code: SHSS4SE

Tip-up Padded  seat, 
with adjustable 
folding support legs
code: SHSS4PSE

Tip-up PVC shower 
seat with folding 
legs/arms/ fixed 
backrest
code: SHSS5SE  
 

Tip-up shower seat, 
with flat padded seat 
with  
folding legs/arms/
fixed backrest 
code: SHSS5PS/E
  

Tip-up Padded 
Seat, with 
adjustable folding 
support legs
code: 
SHSS4PSEMK2 

Tip-up Padded Seat, 
with adjustable 
folding support legs
code: SHSS4P100

Tip-up PVC shower 
seat, with folding 
legs/arms/fixed 
backrest
code: SHSS5100  

Tip-up PVC shower 
seat, with folding 
legs/ arms/fixed 
backrest
code: SHSS5SEMK2  

Tip-up shower seat, 
with flat padded 
seat with  
folding legs/arms, 
fixed backrest 
code: SHSS5PSE2FP   

Tip-up shower 
seat, with flat 
padded seat with  
folding legs/arms, 
fixed backrest 
code: SHSS5P100   

SIDE ENTRY MK2Shower seats for cubicles 
have a maximum load  
127kg (20 stones) (279lb)
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Anti-microbial coating 

Shower Cubicle Seats - Information for ordering 

Chiltern Invadex produce a wide range of seats for use with the Shower Cubicle range. Basic size information is 

shown below.  Specialist  seats can be made to order (extended delivery times apply).

CUBICLE SEATS 

Large 
Code LH/S  

Medium
Code MH/S 

Small
Code SH/S

Large
Code LAPP 

Medium
Code MAPP 

Small
Code SAPP

Horseshoe seats available to special order

Flat padded (one size)
See previous page for part no 

STANDARD SEAT OPTION

SPECIAL ORDER SEAT OPTIONS (padded seats only, additional cost applies)

HORSESHOE SEAT 

APERTURE SEAT Aperture seats available to special order
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